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ABSTRACT
Huang, Yu MSAA, Purdue University, December 2015. Advanced Methods For Val-
idating Combustion Instability predictions Using Pressure Measurements. Major
Professor: William E. Anderson.
The utility of high fidelity (HF) pressure measurements from Continuous Variable
Resonance Combustor (CVRC) is explored in trying to find better ways to validate
in-house developed simulation models with experiment results; as well as developing
predictive method using pressure time series for instability onset.
Phase averaged wave travelling speed calculation from concurrent simulation and
experiment case show comparable results, however to use an averaged quantity in
turbulence driven combustion instability environment, cycle to cycle variations are
averaged out and many details of combustion instability are lost.
A Cross-correlation method is applied to CVRC HF experimental pressure data.
Analysis of the data indicated very high pressure signal correlation between different
chamber location during combustion instability, confirming the concept of a travelling
wave inside of an acoustically closed combustion chamber. Phase angle shifts dur-
ing CVRC translating oxidizer post length (LOP) tests show interesting combustion
behaviour change (shifting of combustion heat release location), indicating the poten-
tial of HF pressure measurements in studying detailed behaviour during combustion
instability. Cross-correlation analysis is also applied to selected pressure cycles in
fixed post cases to find the speed of sound and mean flow velocity of the chamber to
compare simulation and experiment.
Another attempt at high-fidelity comparison is to convert the CVRC HF pressure
time series into a visibility graph using visibility algorithm, then plotting the log-
log degree distribution (DD) to see how well simulation pressure data compare to
experiment results. The analysis result for fixed post 13.97 cm length shows the
xiv
pressure signal behaviour change that could be used for predicting instability onset.
Simulation vs. experiment DD plot also shows the potential for validation. By
plotting simulation and experiment DD together, locations in the chamber where the
simulation pressure signal detail matches better with the measured pressure signal
are identified.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 History and Motivation
Combustion instability has been a high costing problem for liquid rocket engines
since the beginning of the liquid rocket age. Combustion instability is essentially
the coupling between acoustic oscillation and unsteady heat release. Lord Rayleigh’s
quote from 1878 has been used to describe the physics behind combustion instability,
it is also widely accepted as a criterion to identify the level of combustion instability,
“Heat be periodically communicated to, and abstracted from, a mass
of air vibrating (for example) in a cylinder bounded by a piston, the
effect produced will depend upon the phase of the vibration at which the
transfer of heat takes place. If the heat is given to the air at the moment
of greatest condensation, or be taken from it at the moment of greatest
Figure 1.1.: Damage from combustion instability [1].
2rarefaction, the vibration is encouraged. On the other hand, if heat be
given at the moment of greatest rarefaction, or abstracted at the moment
of greatest condensation, the vibration is discouraged.” [2]





p′(~x, t)q˙′(~x, t)dt (1.1)
Where the Rayleign’s index < is defined as the correlation over T between os-
cillation of pressure p′ and unsteady heat release q˙′. The application of Rayleign’s
index has been explored in the past [3], and its limitations are documented in the
past literature [4] [5].
Detailed description of combustion instability categories can be found in C. Huang’s
PHD dissertation [6]. In short, combustion instability is one of the most complex phe-
nomena in high performance engines, and therefore very difficult to understand fully.
Combustion instability is very destructive in high performance engines and can lead
to catastrophic failure of the engine. One example of what combustion instability can
do to liquid engines is shown in Fig. 1.1. To design a high-power rocket, the control
and prediction of combustion instability is essential to reduce development cost and
ensure operational safety.
Years of research work has been done at Purdue Zucrow laboratory on combustion
instability and significant progress has been made [6–13]. A large amount of high
fidelity data have been gathered both from experiment and computer simulation.
The research work described in this thesis is designed to bridge the gaps and seek out
the greater validation potential of HF pressure measurements from simulation and
experiment.
3Figure 1.2.: Chronology of combustion instability [15].
1.1.1 Brief History of Combustion Instabilities
Combustion instabilities were discovered first in liquid rockets in late 1930s. The
phenomena can also be found in other high-power combustion devices such as gas-
turbines, ramjets and scramjets. An abbreviated chronology of combustion instability
research history is shown in Fig. 1.2. A more in-depth combustion early instability
research history can be found in Harrje and Reardon’s work [14]. More recently,
significant advances have been made in understanding the fundamental mechanisms
producing combustion dynamic responses in liquid combustion systems [15].
The major focus of these studies has been to eliminate or control instability within
the system while maintaining as much efficiency as possible. The initial focus was put
on the elimination of high-frequency resonance, which was treated with passive control
such as baffles. Baffles are designed with the assumption that most instabilities are
driven by dynamic conditions near manifold. An example can be seen in Fig. 1.3.
Another type of control, active feedback control, designs a controller to maintain
relatively steady conditions, but requires extensive understanding of engine dynamics
and is thus not very feasible. More recently, with the exponential growth of computing
speed, high fidelity simulations capability have been used.
4Figure 1.3.: Rocket injector with welded baffle plates used for F-1 engine development
to prevent combustion instability [16].
5The focus for combustion instability research has moved onto predictive simulation
modelling. The idea is to be able to know whether a given chamber design will go
unstable even before test article is built using computation tools; thus cutting down
the developing cost significantly.
1.1.2 Motivation for Current Research of Validation
Computer driven simulation modelling has been one of the fastest growing tech-
nologies in the 21st century thanks to the exponential growth of computing power.
Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) technology is used in all kinds of fields. The sim-
ulation cases used in this thesis were produced by an in-house developed code known
as the ”General Equation and Mesh Solver” (GEMS). The in-house GEMS code
solves the Navier-Stokes equations along with continuity, energy equations, species
equations, and a selected turbulence model. Details of GEMS are documented in the
following PhD dissertations [6, 12,13,17].
While simulations provide high fidelity 2D/3D information of chamber pressure,
temperature, combustion product species, and a list of other properties, it is vital
to know the accuracy of the computational results. To make sure the model can
predict instability to a reasonable accuracy, concurrent experiments are conducted
for validation. Experiments are also conducted to facilitate further understanding of
combustion dynamics [10,18]. Ten years of research worth of data requires significant
amount of time and effort to digest.
1.2 Objectives
The overall objective of this research is to develop and implement quantitative
validation methods that can be applied to combustion instability studies. Fig. 1.4
shows the role of validation in the overall combustion instability research process.
2D high speed imaging chemiluminescent data have been used to provide qual-
itative comparable results [19], however the image data pose issues such as line of
6Figure 1.4.: Schematic for combustion instability research at Purdue University [18].
sight visibility and optical absorption. Laser diagnostic methods such as Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) have also
been used, but given the high pressure environment, the density of the gas is likely
to affect the light, thus limiting the accuracy and fidelity required for combustion
instability simulation model validation. Where as the above methods are valuable in
studying the physics behind combustion dynamics, a literature review concludes that
HF pressure data is the most direct and quantitative approach as it does not require
secondary processing to define a comparable metric.
Before this study, HF pressure measurements are mostly used for power spectrum
density (PSD) calculations and frequency validation. Thus, the main focus of this
study is to explore the potential use of HF pressure data for direct, high-fidelity
validation.
71.2.1 Explore Potential Validation Method
The main objective is to find a quantitative method of validating between sim-
ulation and experiment results. There are limitations on the simulation as not all
the physical processes can be modelled. There are also experimental errors and sec-
ondary variables that are unavoidable. Understanding the difference is crucial in
making meaningful comparison. For example, the simulation uses assumptions of
chemical equilibrium and adiabatic walls, in actual experiments those conditions are
not true.
Another aspect of validation research is to explore potential measurement methods
that can be used to provide better ”view point” for comparison and gain understand-
ing of the underlying physics, to include but not limited to selecting locations for
more pressure measurements and locations for fibre-optical probes.
1.2.2 Explore Potential of High Fidelity Pressure Measurement
High fidelity pressure measurements at multiple locations across the test combus-
tor can provide high definition spatial-temporal information. Using it only for PSD
calculation and frequency analysis wastes its the potential of high fidelity and accu-
racy. Thus to explore what more can be brought by studying the existing pressure
measurements from the Continuous Variable Resonance Combustor (CVRC) makes
up the second part of this study. More specifically, pressure signal behaviour change
at the onset of combustion instability will be studied as a primary focus of the second
part of this thesis.
1.3 Outline
The remainder of this thesis is consisted of a literature review chapter, a compiled
analysis on CVRC pressure data chapter, and a final chapter to summarize the pros
and cons of different algorithms.
8Chapter 2 will provide a general overview of validation methods and past vali-
dating results done by Professor Anderson’s Purdue combustion instability research
team. This chapter will also include some underlying physics from research results
around the world and instability predictive property of the pressure data. Chapter 2
will also include an overview of the algorithms used for the analysis work documented
in this thesis.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to describing results gained by applying the methods de-
scribed in Chapter 2 to CVRC experiment and simulation data. An overview of the
experimental set up and procedure is also provided to facilitate better understanding
of how the data are acquired.
Chapter 4 provides a summary of the conclusions and provides suggestions for
follow on research.
9CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND AND METHODS
2.1 Combustion Instability Driving and Coupling Mechanisms
Combustion instabilities constitute a central problem in many fields of applica-
tion from stationary gas turbines operating in premixed mode, to aerospace propul-
sion systems, to domestic radiant heaters. Instabilities lead to oscillations of the
flow, inducing many undesirable effects such as large amplitude structural vibrations,
flashbacks, increased heat flux at the chamber walls and flame blow-out. In extreme
cases, the outcome is catastrophic failure of the entire system.
A variety of complex physical processes may be involved in the development of in-
stabilities, depending on the system characteristics, operating conditions, etc. Fig. 2.1
shows some of the interactions that can lead to combustion instabilities. Some are
briefly touched in Chapter 1.
In Duruix’s Paper [21], he summarized driving processes and coupling processes,
as shown in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3. The summary illustrates some of the processes and
Figure 2.1.: Basic interactions leading to combustion instability
[20].
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Figure 2.2.: Summary of driving processes [21].
focuses on the driving and coupling relations that exist between pressure and heat
release fluctuations. In practical situations, many possible mechanisms can produce or
destroy flame surface at a rapid pace, which in turn can generate an intense radiation
of sound, which then feeds energy into a resonant mode if they are properly phased.
Fast changes in flame structure provide an important driving force to combustion
instabilities.
In actual systems, flames may also be modulated by a field of variable strain rate
induced by non-steady motion in the combustor. The variable strain rate can produce
or diminish the flame surface area and thus modify the local rate of reaction per unit
surface. They will feed energy back into the acoustic motion of the chamber gas
if properly phased. Equivalence ratio perturbation caused by variation of injection
mechanisms can also induce heat release fluctuations. Although information collected
over the years of research has been quite substantial, additional experiments and
fundamental studies still needed.
To validate combustion simulation models, a firm understanding of the driving
and coupling mechanisms within combustion dynamics is essential.
11
Figure 2.3.: Summary of coupling processes; when interacting with the proper phase
lag, driving and coupling mechanisms can lead to combustion instabilities. [21].
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2.2 Transition from Stable to Unstable: Predicting an Impending Com-
bustion Instability
Another part of this research is to explore the predicting capability of HF pres-
sure measurement. How do we know if an existing combustion system is about to go
unstable? How can we tell when the transitional regional system behaves? Numerous
previous studies focused on transition from stable to unstable combustion have inves-
tigated how external parameters determine when the system transitions to unstable
combustion. Three main parameters have been identified as having a large impact on
this region: the equivalence ratio (φ), the temperature of the incoming propellants,
and the velocity of the incoming propellants. In Rosen’s thesis [22], he summarized
some of the previous research on the transitional region and specifically talked about
how equivalence ratio (φ), propellant initial temperature and velocity affect system
instability.
The main focus of this section is to review past work in studying intermittency
as a precursor to combustion instabilities. Sujith’s research team has looked at this
extensively and documented their findings in the papers [23–25]. They suggested that
the transition from combustion noise to order (periodic high amplitude oscillations)
happens via intermittency. Intermittency is defined as a state composed of bursts of
large-amplitude periodic oscillations, amidst regions of low-amplitude non-periodic
pressure fluctuations [23,26].
Reports of possible intermittent burst states are present in the literature. Hong et
al. [27] reported the presence of pressure oscillations that alternated between a ’noisy
period of 200 Hz fluctuation and a silent period with a small pressure fluctuation’ in an
unchocked fuel flow at the injector in a swirl combustor. Arndt et al. [28] reported a
transition in flame dynamics between stable combustion and self-exicited oscillations
in a premixed gas turbine model combustor. Bursts of pressure oscillations have also
been reported in liquid combustors that were close to critical transition to instability,
one such example is Purdue’s LDI (Lean Direct Injection) experimental results.
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Sujith’s team’s effort, described in the following subsections, proposed that such
intermittent bursts presage an impending instability in turbulent combustors. The
focus is to seek methods to quantify intermittency in a measured signal, which could
be served as robust precursors to the onset of large-amplitude periodic oscillations.
2.2.1 Recurrence Plots for Combustion Instability
The dynamic transition from combustion noise to combustion instability was in-
vestigated experimentally in two large-scale turbulent combustors: Swirl-stabilized
and bluff-body-stabilized backward facing step combustor. The variable in both ex-
periments is the flow Reynolds number <. The experimental set-up can be found in
Vineeth’s paper [23].
Nair et al. [26] showed that combustion noise is deterministic chaos and there is
a gradual loss of chaotic behaviour as the operating conditions approach combustion
instability. The temporal features of the dynamics of a measured signal can be char-
acterized by tracking the regularity of the trajectories using recurrence plots [23]. A
recurrence plot is constructed by computing the pair-wise distance between points in
the phase space. Matrix of recurrences is obtained as
Rij = Θ(− ||(Pi)′ − (Pj)′||), i, j = 1, 2, ..., N0 − d0τopt, (2.1)
where Θ is the Heaviside step function, d0 is the embedding dimension and optimum
time lag τopt is used to generate the delay vectors from the measured pressure time
series (length N0) for reconstructing appropriate phase space. The parameter  is the
upper limit of the distance between a pair of points in the phase space required to
consider the pair as recurrent.
Fig. 2.4 shows an example of a recurrence plot at three different Re flow conditions.
Similar results were obtained using a swirl-stabilized configuration and a bluff-body-
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Figure 2.4.: Recurrence plots and the corresponding pressure signal [23](a, d) cor-
respond to combustion noise, (b, e) correspond to intermittency period and (c, f)
correspond to limit cycle combustion instability period. The black patches in the
intermittent (b) and chaotic (a) oscillations correspond to regions of low-amplitude
pressure fluctuations relative to λ, λ is the size of the attractor that helps determine
the maximum distance between pairs of points in the phase space. The distance
between the diagonal lines in panel (c) corresponds to the time period of oscillation
during instability.
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stabilized configuration. The recurrence plots help to visualize the route to instability
in turbulent combustors.
2.2.2 Complex Network Study Using Pressure Time Signal
In this method, Dr. Sujith’s team investigated the scale invariance of combustion
noise generated from turbulent reacting flows in a confined environment (combustor)
using complex network theory. The time series data of unsteady pressure are con-
verted into complex networks using the visibility algorithm. The experimental set-up
is the same as Section 2.2.1.
Complexity is a characteristic of real physical systems, for example turbulence,
biological systems and economic systems. The network approach represents complex
systems as large scale networks and provides a thorough understanding of complex
connectivity patterns in the dynamic systems. Watts & Strogatz [29] initially pro-
posed a small-world network model to describe the transition from regular to random
topology. Later, Barabasi & Albert [30] discovered that most of the real-world net-
works and scientific collaboration networks have a heavy-tailed distribution of con-
nectivity with no characteristic scale, called ’scale-free’ networks.
In more recent studies, complex networks were used to distinguish the flow pat-
terns in two-phase flows [31,32]. Detection of the patterns or structures in the complex
network obtained from a thermo-acoustic system may lead to an alternative charac-
terization of thermo-acoustic transition.
In the network paper [25], Meenatchi made a first attempt to investigate signals
generated by the interaction between combustion acoustics and turbulence from the
complex networks perspective, with the hope that relatively new mathematical tools
can stimulate the study of combustion dynamics from an alternative perspective.
Fig. 2.5 shows the scale-free structure during the combustion noise phase, combustion
intermittency phase, and an order state with only a few characteristic nodes during
16
Figure 2.5.: Degree distributions of complex networks derived using visibility con-
dition from time series of acoustic pressure during (a) combustion noise, (b) inter-
mittency and (c) combustion instability. Right side shows the log-log plot of degree
distribution resulted from applying visibility algorithm to unsteady pressure time
signal. [25].
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combustion instability phase, as well as the change in power-law exponent from one
condition to another.
It is concluded that acoustic pressure fluctuations can be represented as a scale-free
network. A scale-free network indicates that there is no single characteristic scale in
the dynamics during combustion noise. This scale-free behaviour of combustion noise
is hard to discern from the frequency spectrum since duct acoustic modes normally
dominate the spectrum. Another conclusion from the paper is that the scale-free
behaviour of combustion noise is due to the presence of turbulence. The spatial-
temporal fluctuations that range from large scales (characteristic dimension of the
flow) to small scales (Kolmogorov) in turbulent reacting flows give rise to the complex
topology in the network during combustion noise.
This scale-free network during combustion noise is shown to transit into a regular
network during combustion instability. It is possible that the spectral condensation
and inverse energy cascade lead to the emergence of order. The representation of
complex networks helped visualize the topological changes during this transition from
stable to unstable, and the variation of network properties can be used to provide
early warning for the onset of combustion instability. This method is applied here to
the CVRC experiment and simulation data. The detailed algorithm will be explained
in Section 2.4.2. Results are explained in Chapter 3.
2.3 Past Validation Approaches
Past validating methods revolve around 2D image qualitative comparison as well
as single point pressure/chemiluminescence comparison. Demonstration of those tech-
niques will be displayed in this section.
2.3.1 Single Point PSD and Chemiluminescence
The Power Spectrum Density (PSD) is useful when describing how the strength of
a signal is distributed in the frequency domain. PSD plots generally indicate which
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Figure 2.6.: Power spectral density comparison for experiment vs. simulation, oxidizer
post length of 13.97 cm. Black: experiment, red: simulation.
modes are strong and which modes are weak. Frequency content and the power
corresponding to the dominant pressure modes are good metrics when comparing two
signals.
Fig. 2.6 shows a comparison between simulation and experimental results. In
this case the predicted frequency from the simulation is about 10% higher than the
experiment. The frequency discrepancy is probably due to the use of an adiabatic wall
boundary in the simulation; the inclusion of the wall heat flux would likely reduce the
temperature and the sound speed, thus matching the acoustic frequency better. The
amplitudes of the peaks should not be directly compared because it is the area under
the peak that determines the power associated with the peak frequency band. A
direct comparison can be made by integrating under the PSD peaks. The integration
is performed using the full-width half-max (FWHM) [33] method. The frequency of
the peaks and the calculated PSD power provide two quantifiable metrics that can
be used to validate simulation results.
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Figure 2.7.: Phase averaged pressure heat release and radical species production
rates measured from simulation vs. OH* and CH* rates determined experimentally
by integrating throughout the probe volume with geometric weighting applied.
Chemiluminescence measurements, assumed to indicate reaction heat release, can
be directly compared to the production of radical species in the simulation model.
Unlike pressure data, chemiluminescence can be either single point measurement or
2D window style comparison.
Fig. 2.7 shows a comparison of single point measurements after phase averaging.
Phase averaging eliminates the variability from cycle to cycle due to randomness in
the oscillating flow field. For single point analysis phase averaging is a good com-
parison technique as it represents the most statistically significant behaviour during
selected oscillation period. The averaging period should not have large cycle-to-cycle
variations since there is no characteristic behaviour in that case. This particular plot
shows that the chemiluminescence measurement is not exactly in-phase with the pre-
dicted heat release. Neither OH∗ nor CH∗ appear to be able to directly indicate heat
release according to model predictions. Although the ability of the chemiluminescence
signal to provide a quantitative level of predicted heat release is limited, the com-
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parison in Fig. 2.7 suggests that some combination of OH∗ and CH∗ measurements
might indicate at least the temporal trends for heat release in particular cases.
2.3.2 POD and DMD Using 2D High Speed Camera Data
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) and Dynamic Mode Decomposition
(DMD) are two powerful data reduction methods. Both decomposition methods are
very useful in obtaining a low-dimensional approximation from a high-dimensional
physical process, and are widely used to extract important physics from high-fidelity
simulation datasets and high speed image data. The extracted low-dimensional results
from experiment and simulation can be compared against each other for qualitative
validation purposes. POD has been used to extract mode shapes and basic func-
tions of flame dynamics [34,35]. While DMD is a relatively newer technique that has
not been extensively used for reacting flow analysis, recently Motheau Huang et al.
started applying DMD to study combustion instability in both rocket [36] and gas
turbine combustor [37]. Hardi et al. [38] also extended the application of DMD to
validation of computational results using measured flame imaging.
Huang et al. provided detailed history and mathematical explanations for both
techniques in his dissertation [6]. Fig. 2.8 and Fig. 2.9 show how 2D heat release fluc-
tuations from simulation and chemiluminescence measurements assumed to represent
heat release compare after going through the DMD method. Pressure plots at the top
of both figures indicate at which point each numbered snap shot is taken. It is fair
to say the two results show similarity in certain snap shots but no similarity in other
snap shots; also the resolution level is quite different as the simulation tends to show
much better detailed 2D picture. This type of qualitative comparison is not definitive
use for validating a simulation model despite its success in helping understanding the
complex physics behind combustion dynamics.
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Figure 2.8.: 2D DMD experiment data, CVRC, oxidizer post length = 13.97 [cm] [36].
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Figure 2.9.: 2D DMD simulation data, CVRC, oxidizer post length = 13.97 [cm] [36].
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2.4 Approach
The single point nature of unsteady HF pressure measurements limit the potential
of doing 2D comparison. The multiple pressure port locations along the chamber
(either longitudinal or transversal) provide cross correlating analysis capability. The
two main algorithms used in this research will be introduced in the following sections.
2.4.1 Pressure Signal Cross Correlation: Magnitude and Phase Lag
2.4.1.1 Algorithm Overview
In signal processing, the cross-correlation is a measure of similarity of two signals
as a function of the lag of one relative to the other. At maximum cross-correlation
magnitude, two signals have maximum overlap as a function of this time lag. In
this research, cross correlation is used to find the time delays for the propagation
of acoustic signals by finding the time lag when two pressure signals have maximum
overlap. Cross-correlation is similar to convolution in mathematical terms, and can
be defined as,
(f ∗ g)(τ) =
+∞∫
−∞
f ∗(t)g(t+ τ)dτ (2.2)
where f and g are two signal time series, and f ∗ is the complex conjugate of f . In this
research, the cross-correlation is normalized using auto-correlation of the reference
signal to ensure the maximum correlation magnitude equals 1 when two signals are
100% overlapping at zero time delay.
2.4.1.2 System Behaviour Deciphered from Phase Lag
A running cross-correlation is performed on HF pressure measurements from mul-
tiple locations along the chamber relative to a specific location. A Matlab function
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Figure 2.10.: Frequency spectrogram of CVRC optical test 24, blue line: Ox. post
length in [cm].
xcorr is used in the script to calculate the temporal phase between these locations
and determine the characteristics of the unsteady flow field.
Fig. 2.10 is a spectrogram that shows the strong frequency content (darker color)
that occurs as soon as fuel ignition occurs (around 10 second). Optical test 24 was
a translating oxidizer post length test and the instability onset happens around 12
seconds, when the ox. post length is 15 cm.
The PSD plot shows the highest amplitude happens at a frequency around 1350
Hz which corresponds to the 1L acoustic mode. Since cross-correlation is picking up
the signal wave similarity, having acoustic content as the strongest during instability
ensures that the cross-correlation result can be used to find the acoustic travelling
time of the chamber, as well as using it to study the system acoustic behaviour changes
caused by the translating oxidizer post length.
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2.4.1.3 Phase Angle Speed of Sound Calculation
The CVRC acoustic travelling cycle in the combustion chamber can be considered
as the time it takes for a pressure pulse to travel from the back step to the nozzle
and then return to the back step. The pressure wave travelling speed has two major
determining factors: speed of sound and mean flow velocity. When the pressure wave
is travelling down the chamber from back step to nozzle, the wave speed is the sum
of speed of sound and mean flow velocity; on the other hand, when pressure wave is
travelling up stream from nozzle to back step, the wave speed is the subtraction of







where L is the combustor length, c is the speed of sound and u is the chamber mean
flow speed.
Depending on the wave travelling direction, the cross-correlation uses either head-
end pressure or nozzle-end pressure as reference and calculates the phase difference,
and thus the travel time using the maximum correlation of the time lag can be
determined.
From Fig. 2.11 one can easily draw the conclusion that the wave takes longer to
travel up stream against the mean flow than to travel down stream with the mean
flow since arrow (2) is longer than (1).
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Figure 2.11.: Pressure wave travelling up (2) and down (1) the CVRC combustion
chamber, normalized against chamber pressure.
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Figure 2.12.: Illustration of visibility graph to convert a time series into a complex
network [25].
2.4.2 Pressure Time Signal Complex Network Analysis: Degree Distri-
bution
2.4.2.1 Algorithm Overview
The basic of complex network analysis has been introduced in Section. 2.2.2. The
algorithm is inherited from Murugesan’s paper [25], with slight modification to the
selection of nodes.
The unsteady pressure time series are converted to vertical bars. Different from
the original paper where the peaks of each pressure cycle are converted, here all the
pressure peaks (not only the cycle peaks) are converted into nodes and recorded into
p(t). If a straight line can be drawn between any two nodes without intersecting
any nodes between them (i < k < j), nodes i and j are connected. The connection is
illustrated as straight lines shown in Fig. 2.12. The complex network with connections
and nodes is thus derived from the original pressure time series. The algorithm for
finding connectivities can be summarized as following equation,
Ai,j =






where i, j are two different nodes and k indicates all the nodes between them. The
sum of Ai is the measure of connectivity for nodes i. Once the connectivity matrix is
constructed, a degree distribution plot such as Fig. 2.5 is constructed.
2.4.2.2 Application to Combustion Instability
The degree distribution plot is a representation of system behaviour obtained from
pressure signals. High fidelity pressure measurements can capture the details of com-
bustion dynamics in turbulence time scale. In this research, complex network degree
distribution is used to do two tasks: validation between simulation and experiment
by comparing the degree distribution plots from either cases; and to see how the
distribution is different during combustion noise and combustion instability.
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CHAPTER 3. CVRC HIGH FIDELITY PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
ANALYSIS
This chapter includes an experiment overview of the test cases used for analysis,
chamber speed of sound and mean flow velocity calculations using different methods,
cross-correlation analysis on a translating post length test, and complex network
analysis using visibility algorithm.
3.1 Experiment Overview
A more detailed experimental set-up can be found in Rosen’s thesis [22] and Yu’s
dissertation [7]. Only the related experimental information are provided here.
3.1.1 Experiment Hardware Set-up and Data Acquisition System
The Continuous Variable Resonance Combustor (CVRC, Fig. 3.1) was developed
by Yu, et al. [7]. The combustor has the ability to vary the length of oxidizer post
during hot fire, thus changing the acoustic behaviour of the system. Translating of
post length creates a varying combustion instability during single hot fire test while
maintaining constant inlet condition. The linear actuator is moving at 5.08 cm/s
when it is translating during the test. The transition from stable to unstable during
a single hot fire test can be seen in Fig. 3.2: at around 12-second time mark the system
goes unstable and the acoustic mode frequencies become thick lines. At around 13-
second time mark the system goes back from unstable to stable and the thick lines
indicating acoustic modes fade away.
Methane and H2O2 are used as fuel and oxidizer respectively in the experimental
cases studied in this research. A gas generator is used to decompose the liquid H2O2
into hot oxygen and steam. Fig. 3.1 shows how the CVRC is assembled together and
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Figure 3.1.: Cross section view of CVRC, the linear actuator moves the translat-
ing shaft in order to provide variable oxidizer post length. Three Modular chamber
sections can be switched out to provide flexibility in port location design and trans-
parency of the chamber
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Table 3.1: Summary of basic test conditions and pressure port locations







20130115 Fixed 13.97 cm 1379 1.27, 3.81, 6.35, 8.89, 36.83
20111027 Fixed 13.97 cm 1379 36.83
20140604 Translating 1586 -0.635, 0.794, 2.381, 3.969,
5.556, 36.83
where the pressure transducers are located. The chamber has three sections, the one
closest to the dump plane can be interchanged with a quartz chamber that is used
to provide visual and light intensity measurement at the head end of the combustor.
The pressure transducers are able to measure pressure at 100 kHz from experiment
cases before 2014. After 2014 new pressure transducers were used which provided
recording frequency of 500 kHz. The higher recording frequency provides more data
points for each pressure cycle. CVRC is also instrumented with thermocouples that
take measurements at 500 Hz.
Extra design measures were taken to create conditions that could be duplicated
by CFD simulations.
All tests were performed at the Maurice Zucrow Combustion Laboratory, building
number ZL2, Cell A. Data were obtained in the form of high frequency pressure
measurements, high frequency optical videos, low frequency pressure and temperature
measurements. Only the high frequency pressure measurements are used in this
research. Data were recorded into Matlab files for data reduction and further analysis.
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3.1.2 Test Conditions
Tests were conducted with gaseous methane and test operating conditions were
kept constant to keep inlet conditions such as temperature, velocity and equivalence
ratio as constant as possible. The oxidizer injector inlet was sized to choke the flow
and thus provided a closed boundary condition to assist CFD modelling. The fuel
injector was designed with high pressure drop thus minimizing the perturbations to
and from upstream fuel manifold. For translating tests, the oxidizer inlet begins
to translate once the system reaches a steady condition (see Fig. 3.2, the blue line
indicates oxidizer post length).
The results from three different tests are presented here, and are summarized in
Table. 3.1. The pressure port locations only listed the ports that are used for analysis
here, most of the tests have more measurements locations than listed here. However
for test 20111027 the head end chamber segment was replaced by quartz segment to
provide optical measurements thus no pressure ports at the head end for that test.
Test 20140604 has different port locations because the head end chamber segment
is redesigned to fit the fiber-optical probes and the -0.635 cm location measures the
pressure 0.635 cm up stream of the dump plane, where the fuel recess location is.
3.1.3 Helmholtz Frequency
When comparing experimental measurements to simulation results, it should al-
ways be remembered that no computational algorithm can replicate perfectly of all
the physical conditions in a real combustor. Helmholtz resonance describes the phe-
nomenon of air resonance in a cavity, such as when one blows across the top of an
empty bottle. In CVRC tests there are some small cavities between pressure trans-
ducers and combustor chamber wall, which may be responsible for the frequency
content appearing around Helmholtz frequency calculated for the chamber condition
(for CVRC, the range for Helmholtz frequency is 6580 to 12246 Hz). Fig. 3.2 shows
how the frequency shifts when system goes unstable.
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Figure 3.2.: Indication of Helmholtz frequency marked with black arrow, the increase
of frequency after instability on-set further confirm the presence of Helmholtz fre-
quency since it rises with cavity gas temperature. Blue line and right side of y-axis
shows the oxidizer post length as the test goes on. The multiple thick orange lines
between 12 and 13 second time mark are the acoustic modes during combustion in-
stability.
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Simulation, on the other hand, will not pick up this type of physical behaviour.
Helmholtz resonance is just one example of the physical phenomena that cannot
be predicted entirely by computing power. It is generally helpful to remember the
difference when conducting validation studies.
3.2 Fixed Post Length Phase Averaged Pressure Wave Travelling Speed:
Simulation vs. Experiment
In the past, quantitative validation of the computational results for high pressure
combustion were not accomplished successfully. The only quantitatively comparable
measurement from experiment is the high frequency point pressure data. Although
light optical measurements through high speed camera have been done in an attempt
to capture certain emission radicals CH∗ and OH∗ as an indicator of heat release,
it is not a direct measurement and thus poses unsolved questions as how well the
radicals actually represent heat release map.
High frequency pressure data from multiple locations within the test chamber can
be used to find the wave travelling speed. Peak to peak phase difference between dif-
ferent pressure signals indicates the time it takes for the wave to travel the distance
between two points. This type of analysis needs to be done on limit cycle pressure
signals where periodic pressure oscillation is observed. Otherwise there is no strong
peak to trace thus cyclic pressure behaviour can’t be observed. A sample cycle is se-
lected among the limit cycle pressure data as a cross-correlation reference to correlate
against the limit cycle pressure history in order to find point range of each individual
cycle, then perform average across all cycles. Fig. 3.3 shows how the phase averaged
pressure from simulation and experiment 13.97 cm case compared.
Table. 3.2 and Table. 3.3 record the wave speed calculated by using the peak to
peak time difference, and the result shows higher wave speed calculated by the com-
putation model in the combustion zone. The simulation has a large unrealistic wave
speed because the pressure signal in combustion head end shows no significant peak to
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(a) Experiment (b) Simulation
Figure 3.3.: Phase averaged over 25 pressure cycles for post length = 13.97 [cm]
Figure 3.4.: CVRC combustion chamber schematic, circled marks represent the pres-
sure port locations according to Fig. 3.1. Segments 1 through 5 are identified distances
used for wave speed calculation.
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Table 3.2: Experiment 20130115 pressure wave speed with oxidizer post length of
13.97 [cm]
Distance Segment 1 2 3 4 5
dt[ms] 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.25 0.33
Pressure Wave Speed[m/s] 635 847 1089 1118 1016
Table 3.3: Detailed chemistry simulation pressure wave speed with oxidizer post
length of 13.97 [cm]
Distance Segment 1 2 3 4 5
dt[ms] 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.245 0.285
Pressure Wave Speed[m/s] 2540 1693 1905 1140 1247
indicate pressure acoustic wave, while the experiment has clear peaks to indicate the
pressure wave travelling as shown in Fig. 3.3. The averaging makes it more difficult
to find a definite peak for the wave speed calculation from the simulation. Simulation
over-expects the influence on pressure from combustion heat release and it shows by
not having a definite peak in each pressure cycle; on the other hand the experiment
shows acoustic pressure wave is the dominant effect and thus the averaged wave speed
can be calculated with more certainty.
Phase averaging and using peaks for phase difference work well for experimental
cases when clear peaks associated with travelling acoustic waves can be picked out.
Experimental test case with oxidizer post length of 13.97 cm shows a pressure wave
accelerating through the head end combustion zone.
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For simulation, especially with detailed chemistry where combustion heat release
has more influence on head end pressure than experiment, the phase averaging does
not present a meaningful result.
3.3 Fixed Post Length Speed of Sound Calculation Using Cross-correlation
Phase Lag: Simulation vs. Experiment
The method of using a cross correlation to find the time lag for maximum corre-
lation magnitude was introduced in Section. 2.4.1.3. In theory this method is better
than using the peak to peak time difference to calculate wave speed because the pres-
sure wave is a hilltop-shaped signal, not a single point spike. However this method
does not give good solution when the travel distance is too small.
Segments 4 (chamber section between 8.89 cm and 36.83 cm) and segment 5
(chamber section between 1.27 cm and 36.83 cm) from Fig. 3.4 are used in this section
for speed of sound calculation and mean flow calculation. An example of how speed
of sound calculation points are selected is presented in Fig. 3.5. The data points are
selected manually to include at least a full pressure cycle period. From left to right,
first and third points enclose a period at 36.83 cm followed by a period at 1.27 cm;
second and fourth points enclose a period at 1.27 cm followed by a period at 36.83
cm. First period is used to calculate returning wave travelling time by using cross-
correlation maximum phase lag and the second period is used to calculate downstream
wave travelling time using the same method. As long as acoustics is the dominant
factor in the pressure signal, this algorithm serves better than using the peak to peak
travelling time because the entire period of a pressure cycle is used for phase lag
calculation. However, this method can introduce more errors if the two signals are
varied by a large degree, for example, one signal has a distinct double-peak wave
shape while the other signal has only one peak wave shape.
Table. 3.4 and Table. 3.5 provide the results from cross correlation speed calcu-
lation. The mean flow velocity is positive if travelling downstream, negative means
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(a) Pressure signals with selected time slices for upstream and downstream. X-axis is the
index of experimental pressure measurements.
(b) lag for upstream travelling wave (c) lag for downstream travelling wave
Figure 3.5.: Speed of sound and mean flow calculation using cross correlation, exper-
iment 20130115 1.27 [cm] to 36.83 [cm].
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(a) Pressure signals with selected time slices for upstream and downstream. X-axis is the
index of experimental pressure measurements.
(b) lag for upstream travelling wave (c) lag for downstream travelling wave
Figure 3.6.: Speed of sound and mean flow calculation using cross correlation, exper-
iment 20130115 8.89 [cm] to 36.83 [cm].
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Table 3.4: Experiment vs. simulation speed of sound chamber 1.27 [cm] to 36.83 [cm]
Data Type Experiment 20130115 Simulation
Speed of Sound [m/s] 1003 1115
Mean Flow velocity [m/s] 42.4 226
Table 3.5: Experiment vs. simulation speed of sound chamber 8.89 [cm] to 36.83 [cm]
Data Type Experiment 20130115 Simulation
Speed of Sound [m/s] 1011 1205
Mean Flow velocity [m/s] -99.73 217
travelling upstream. The calculated speed here is seen to be the averaged speed of
travel between two signal locations, thus a negative mean flow velocity is physically
unrealistic because combustion products are flowing downstream. To determine how
the negative velocity happens, Fig. 3.6 shows the time slices of the pressure signals
at 8.89 cm and 36.83 cm. Pressure signal from 8.89 cm location has strong double-
hilltop structure while the 36.83 cm location has single-hilltop structure; the two dis-
tinct peaks confused the cross correlation algorithm since one peak is from returning
wave and one peak is from downstream travelling wave. The algorithm automatically
finds the most overlapping lag based on first peak because it is the strongest peak for
second time slice cross correlation; thus the downstream travelling time is increased
significantly which gives an unrealistic answer. This situation can be resolved if the
calculation is done by using peak to peak travelling time and manually identification
of which peak is the downstream travelling wave.
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In both tables the simulation mean flow velocity is calculated around 200 m/s.
This mean flow velocity is similar to what the averaged axial mean flow velocity
calculated by the simulation of the selected chamber section. The similarity serves
as a confirmation of the cross-correlation method for calculating wave speed. How-
ever, based on the results recorded in Table. 3.4 and Table. 3.5, there is still a large
difference between experimental mean flow velocity and the simulation mean flow
velocity.
In short, cross-correlation is more useful than using peak to peak point time
difference when there is no double-hilltop signal structure. If double peaks are present,
complicated combustion mechanics can make it difficult to use automatic speed of
sound and mean flow velocity calculation algorithm. The speed of sound calculation
indicates higher chamber temperature predicted by the simulation as well as higher
mean flow speed by a large degree.
3.4 Translating Post Length Cross-correlation Phase Angle Analysis: Ex-
periment Only
A running cross-correlation is applied to experiment Optical 24. Since it is a
translating test, simulations are conducted at fixed post lengths and are therefore
incapable of capturing hysteresis effects due to the post length translation; no sim-
ulation results can be used to compare against. However, applying cross-correlation
and studying the phase angle history provides good insight into the physical dynamics
of CVRC during varying oxidizer post length test. The results are summarized here.
For the correlation phase angle calculation, each data point is 0.005 seconds apart
and used the cross-correlation of the past 0.05 seconds of the respective pressures.
The pressure signal at 36.83 cm chamber location is used as a reference because it is
far down stream from the combustion zone thus the pressure content shows mainly
the acoustic signature. A band range from 1200 Hz to 1600 Hz is used to band-pass
filter the 36.83 cm pressure signal to find the pressure cycle frequency, which is then
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Figure 3.7.: Running pressure cycle frequency using 1200 Hz to 1600 Hz band-pass
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Figure 3.8.: Running cross correlation phase lag of experiment optical 24 (20140604),
two blue arrows show Phase lag at 0.794 cm and -0.635 cm increasing with decreasing
ox post length, the phase angle calculation has taken account of the increasing cycle
frequency shown in Fig. 3.7. Four time points are selected according to how the phase
angles are changing, each of these points will be studied respectively.
used as a reference to conduct the running phase angle calculation. The averaged
cycle time is recalculated based on frequency from the given 0.05 second period. The
band-pass range is selected based on where the dominant mode is located within the
frequency space, which in this case is around the first acoustic mode. Fig. 3.7 shows
an increasing frequency as the post translates forward closer to the dump plane. This
could be the result of increasing chamber temperature from longer combustion time
thus higher speed of sound.
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Figure 3.8 shows the phase lag of pressure signal from 36.83 cm location to -0.635
cm location is increasing with shorter post length. This phenomenon is consistent
across all translating tests. From previous section the effect of wave shape on cross-
correlation phase lag is proved to be significant. This phase lag of signal from 36.83
cm location to -0.635 cm location increasing indicates chamber acoustic change as
a result of shortening oxidizer post length, which causes pressure wave to change
shape. Previous studies which resulted in this type of observation were done through
optical data using high speed camera, by observing a combustion zone shift. It is also
noticed that the the phase angle shifts as post length changes with time. Initially
the phase lag from 36.83 cm signal location to 0.794 cm signal location is smaller
than the phase lag from 36.83 cm to the signal of the 5.556 cm location. As the
post length shortens, the phase delay takes a 180° turn and phase lag from 36.83 cm
signal location to 5.556 cm signal location is smaller than phase lag from 36.83 cm
location to 0.794 cm signal location. Since cross-correlation algorithm picks out the
most dominant signal similarity time delay, it is no guarantee that the delay indicates
wave travelling time downstream or upstream. Another obvious observation is that
the pressure amplitude is reduced with shorter post lengths, although the system
is still in limit cycle instability condition. The running cross correlation plot helps
indicate the timing of the changes. Four different time points are selected based on
the signal shifting locations to take a deeper look, the selected points are shown in
Fig. 3.8.
The running cross-correlation phase lag plot in Fig. 3.8 shows where the phase lag
behaviour shifts happen, Figures 3.9, 3.10, 3.11,and 3.12 each represents a pressure
cycle during one of the selected four times so the reason of the phase lag shift can be
studied.
Figure 3.9 shows the pressure signal at the first time location. Bubble number
1 shows the point when the acoustic wave arrives at the nozzle (36.83 cm location)
end of chamber. From that time on acoustic wave will reflect from the choked nozzle
and travel back upstream. Bubble number 2 shows when the reflected wave arrives
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Figure 3.9.: Pressure signal at first time location t = 12.07 [s]. Top right is the pressure
wave travelling schematic and bubble numbers correspond to the circled peaks in the
pressure plot. Bottom right shows what the post length is at the selected time LOP
= 14.63 [cm].
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Figure 3.10.: Pressure signal at second time location t = 12.25 [s]. Top right is
the pressure wave travelling schematic and bubble numbers correspond to the circled
peaks in the pressure plot. Bottom right shows what the post length is at the selected
time LOP = 13.53 [cm].
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Figure 3.11.: Pressure signal at third time location t = 12.54 [s]. Top right is the
pressure wave travelling schematic and bubble numbers correspond to the circled
peaks in the pressure plot. Bottom right shows what the post length is at the selected
time LOP = 12.02 [cm].
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Figure 3.12.: Pressure signal at fourth time location t = 12.75 [s]. Top right is
the pressure wave travelling schematic and bubble numbers correspond to the circled
peaks in the pressure plot. Bottom right shows what the post length is at the selected
time LOP = 11.04 [cm].
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Table 3.6: Optical 24 (20140604) speed of sound
Time Point 1 2 3 4
Speed of Sound [m/s] 955.5 989.2 1012.8 1014.5
Mean Flow velocity [m/s] 45.5 31.2 79.2 91.5
at the chamber head end (1.27 cm location). The second peak group marked with
bubble number 3 shows higher peaks than number 2, and judging by the travelling
wave pattern this is the reflected wave from the head end going down stream. Looking
through all four figures, one conclusion is that the phase lag shift observed in Fig. 3.8 is
resulted from pressure wave signal shape change near the chamber head end locations.
As the post length shortens, the pressure signal primary peak from chamber locations
2.381 cm, 3.969 cm and 5.556 cm are all shifted from downstream travelling wave to
upstream travelling wave. This observation indicates as the post length shortens,
chamber combustion zone is shifted. Normally this type of observation can only been
seen through optical high speed camera image, and being able to use pressure data
for this type of observation can prove useful for future combustion data analysis.
Using peak to peak method described in Section. 2.4.1.3 and selecting chamber
section between 0.794 cm location and 36.83 cm location for speed of sound and mean
flow calculation, the results are recorded in Table. 3.6. Two conclusions can be derived
from the table, one is the increasing speed of sound as a result of increasing chamber
temperature, the second is the variable mean flow speed. The latter is clearly shown
from Fig. 3.8, as the phase lag from 36.83 cm location to 0.794 cm location and -0.635
cm location both initially decrease then increase throughout the instability period.
This proves the utility of cross-correlation phase angle result. The difference of mean
flow velocity may be due to the variable pressure gradients resulted from changing
chamber acoustics and combustion dynamics.
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Figure 3.13.: Running cross correlation magnitude of experiment optical 24
(20140604).
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Cross-correlation magnitude is an identification tool for the similarity between
different pressure measurements. One characteristic of combustion instability pressure
is the limit cycle behaviour, which is highly periodic. Figure 3.13 shows that as the
pressure amplitude is diminishing, correlation magnitudes still remain high since the
system is still in limit cycle.
It should be noted that the utility of cross-correlation phase delay is limited to
highly correlated signals. If the cross-correlation magnitude between signals is not
high enough, i.e. greater than 0.7 in this case, the phase delay result can be mis-
leading. Cross-correlation magnitude is the identifier for limit cycle. Once a limit
cycle is identified, phase delay can be used to study the chamber combustion. If the
cross-correlation magnitude is low, for example, less than 0.5 on a 0 to 1 scale, phase
lag calculated by cross-correlation algorithm is not meaningful because of the low
similarity between different pressure signal locations.
3.5 Degree Distribution Plot for Fixed Post Length: Simulation vs. Ex-
periment
Combustion instability is such a complex phenomenon that focusing solely on one
or two aspects of the dynamics such as flow velocity or heat release imposes limitations
and there is no guarantee that the isolation of mechanism is effective. Considering
combustion instability as a complex system and applying appropriate mathematical
tools to identify systematic behaviour can provide additional and valuable informa-
tion.
The algorithm and fundamental was introduced in Section. 2.4.2. All peaks in
a pressure time series are used as nodes and they are separated into three groups
depending on the magnitude of the nodes: lower 1/3 nodes include pressure peaks
with magnitudes that are between the magnitude of lowest peak and the 1/3 of the
magnitude of highest peak, middle 1/3 nodes include pressure peaks with magnitudes
that are between 1/3 of the magnitude of the highest peak and 2/3 of the magnitude of
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the highest peak, top 1/3 nodes include pressure peaks between 2/3 of the magnitude
of the highest peak and the highest peak. Each node’s connectivity is calculated
using visibility algorithm. Experiment 20111027 for fixed post length of 13.97 cm
is used here to illustrate the application of the degree distribution plot. Optical 24
(20140604) is then used to provide pressure data from three different post lengths:
8.89 cm, 13.97 cm and 19.05 cm.
3.5.1 Transitional from Stable to Unstable
Figure 3.14 shows the pressure data used for studying the transition period from
combustion noise to intermittency, and then to combustion instability. 20 ms time
slices are chosen as the unit length of time for this analysis because the simulation
result contains 25 ms of limit cycle pressure. Using 20 ms instead of the full 25 ms
enables some degree of freedom for cycle selection. Although in the transitional study
only the experimental data are used, to keep consistency in plots, a 20 ms time slice is
used for all degree distribution plots here. The pressure transducer can only measure
the pressure near the wall, so pressure from the simulation use the respective near
wall points for point to point comparison.
Case 20111027 had ignition at 9.0 second time mark. After the ignition turmoil
period, a clear low amplitude transitional period followed, and then the high ampli-
tude combustion instability onset. High amplitude instability limit cycle continued
until system shut-down. To gain better understanding of the difference between stable
and unstable signals, Fig. 3.15 plots them side by side with same axis scale. While the
stable period has lower amplitude with very little cyclic quality, the unstable period
has much higher oscillation amplitude with clear limit cycle characteristic. The peaks
are also sorted into three equally divided groups based on their amplitude difference
between the minimum peak and maximum peak. Groups are named as top 1/3, mid-
dle 1/3 and lower 1/3. The percentage of peaks within each group are recorded along
with degree distribution plot.
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Figure 3.14.: Experiment case 20111027, pressure location 36.83 [cm]. The black box
includes the pressure path leading to combustion instability.
(a) Stable (b) Unstable
Figure 3.15.: Pressure peaks and three groups from stable and unstable 20 ms time
slices. Two black lines divide local peaks into three difference groups based on their
amplitudes. Three groups are named as : upper 1/3, middle 1/3 and lower 1/3.
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The power-law exponent mentioned in the reference [25] are mainly for identifying
that the combustion noise is “scale free”. The exponent itself is not useful here
when the general shape of degree distribution cannot be described by a single best-fit
line; thus it will not be shown in the degree distribution plots. The x-axis of the
degree distribution plot represents the number of connectivity of nodes and the y-
axis represents the percentage of nodes in a given time slice that has the number of
connectivity corresponding to x-axis.
As combustion transitions from combustion noise to combustion intermittency
and finally to instability, the shape of the degree distribution changes significantly.
During the combustion noise period the plot takes a straight-line shape as shown in
Fig. 3.16a, since there are no characteristic nodes. As the system pressure transits
into an intermittency period (time before instability onset), the shape of the plot
shifts slightly as the percentage of nodes with low connectivity (left side of the plot)
starts to reduce while the percentage of nodes with high connectivity (right side
of the plot) starts to raise in Fig. 3.16b. In Fig. 3.16c the distribution plot shows
the percentage of nodes with low connectivity is much smaller than Fig. 3.16a and
the percentage of nodes with high connectivity increases significantly compares to
Fig. 3.16a. These changes are consistent across different 13.97 cm fixed oxidizer
post length experiment runs, and the changes are reflecting the stable to unstable
transitional pressure characteristics. As the chamber pressure transitions from stable
to unstable, limit cycle pressure signal starts to appear, and the visibility of the nodes
start to increase, which in turn causes degree distribution plot appearance to change.
To find out what the distribution shape change entails, three-group equally divided
sectional degree distribution plots are made. The result shown in Fig. 3.17 indicates
that as combustion progresses from noise to instability, the local peaks shift from the
mid and top 1/3 to the lower 1/3. The amount of peaks in the lower 1/3 during com-
bustion noise period is consistent around 13%. When intermittency period happens,
the amount of peaks in the lower 1/3 increases to 27%. Fig. 3.17a shows this transi-





Figure 3.16.: Degree distribution plots describing transition period from combustion
noise to combustion instability. The x-axis of degree distribution plot represent the
number of connectivity of nodes and the y-axis represents the percentage of nodes in
a given time slice that has the number of connectivity corresponding to x-axis.
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(a) Combustion noise to intermittency.
(b) Intermittency to combustion instability.
Figure 3.17.: Three-group degree distribution plot. Red box indicates the probability
of nodes in the lower 1/3 group. As system combustion transitioning from combustion
noise to combustion instability, the percentage of nodes in the lower 1/3 increases
significantly; this happens even before the pressure amplitude starts to climb.
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to 9.31 second). Pressure plot in Fig. 3.16 shows that the pressure amplitude during
this transitional period (9.29 to 9.31 second) has not increased while the percentage
of pressure signal peaks in the lower 1/3 group changes from 13% to 27%.
As combustion moves on from intermittency to instability, more than 60% of local
peaks are located in lower 1/3 group, this change can be seen clearly from Fig. 3.17b.
The percentage of nodes in the lower 1/3 category rising sharply before the actual
pressure amplitude rises could be caused by the preparation of chamber acoustics
for instability onset. The chamber acoustic modes are starting to form even before
pressure oscillation amplitude starts to rise. Two other experiment cases at the
36.83 cm chamber location are considered. Although the percentage of nodes during
combustion noise are not exactly the same around 13%, the sharp rise of percentage
of nodes in the lower 1/3 before amplitude starts to climb is shown in both cases.
To summarize, the measured pressure degree distribution shows that as the pres-
sure signal transitions from combustion noise to combustion instability (limit cycle),
more peaks happen at lower 1/3 of the cycle and less peaks happen at upper 1/3
of the cycle. This causes the hilltop-like shape around log(k) = 1. The degree dis-
tribution shape can be caused by chamber acoustic modes, where the first mode is
so strong only one peak at the top section is observed while less energetic modes
made up the middle 1/3 peaks and combustion noise made up the lower 1/3. The
increasing number of peaks in the lower 1/3 is consistent from multiple fixed 13.97
cm tests as pressure transitions from stable to unstable. The above transition period
could be identified as Intermittency period where the combustion system is preparing
for highly energetic acoustic modes to take shape. The increasing number of nodes
in lower 1/3 group accompanied by the decreasing number of nodes in the middle
1/3 group (before pressure oscillation amplitude actually increases) can be used as
predictor for combustion instability onset.
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3.5.2 Experiment Running Degree Distribution for 13.97 cm, 8.89 cm
and 19.05 cm Test Cases
To study the development of degree distribution with time more carefully, a run-
ning degree distribution plot similar to running cross-correlation plot is constructed.
Each data point is the degree distribution by group during a 20 ms time slice. Figure
3.18 shows the result from running analysis. Figure 3.18b maps out the shifting of
nodes from the middle 1/3 to the lower 1/3 just as the system is about to go unstable;
once the system instability sits in, the lower 1/3 stays around 60% while the middle
1/3 stays around 20%. he top 1/3 stays around 7%. This type of running analysis
is again strictly limited to experimental cases since the simulation does not predict a
stable period leading to the unstable limit cycle period.
Combustion instability changes the behaviour of pressure signal and the change is
reflected onto degree distributions. The preparation of pressure signal before insta-
bility actually happens could prove useful in developing systematic method to predict
instability onset during running combustion.
The case with a post length of 13.97 cm is highly unstable, while the 19.05 cm
and 8.89 cm fixed post cases are normally stable. In another word, 19.05 cm and 8.89
cm cases remain in combustion noise phase and do not develop into high amplitude
pressure limit cycles.
Figure 3.19 shows the running degree distribution plot in a stable 8.89 cm exper-
iment. The increase of the lower 1/3 nodes between 11 second to 11.2 second period
proves to be a low amplitude limit cycle period. However in Fig. 3.19b the increase
of the lower 1/3 nodes is accompanied with a reduction of the top 1/3 nodes. Unlike
in Fig. 3.18b, the increase of the lower 1/3 nodes is accompanied by a reduction of
the middle 1/3 nodes. This is the main difference between the two cases.
The case with an oxidizer post length of 19.05 cm is also studied. Similar results
to 8.89 cm case are shown in Fig. 3.20. There are two instances where increasing
lower 1/3 nodes happen at time = 9.8 second and 10.75 second. However the increase
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(a) Pressure in selected time range
(b) Running degree distribution by group in selected time range
Figure 3.18.: Running degree distribution plotted by group using experiment
20111027 as fixed 13.97 [cm] case. Marked time shows the percentage of the lower 1/3
nodes started to rise right before the system goes into instability. Ignition happens
at time = 9 second.
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(a) Pressure in selected time range
(b) Running degree distribution by group in selected time range
Figure 3.19.: Running degree distribution plotted by group using experiment optical
26 (20140616) as fixed 8.89 [cm] case. This is a stable case where no limit cycle
periods are sustained. Ignition for this test happens at time = 10 second.
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(a) Pressure in selected time range
(b) Running degree distribution by group in selected time range
Figure 3.20.: Running degree distribution plotted by group using experiment vibra-
tion 08 (20130328) as fixed 19.05 [cm] case. This is a stable case where no limit cycle
periods are sustained. Ignition for this test happens at time = 9 second.
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did not sustain and lower 1/3 nodes did not break the 60% line. It should be noted
that all three tests were ran at different times, and minor experimental mayhems
might introduce differences in recorded pressure signals. In the 19.05 cm test case,
the increasing lower 1/3 nodes are accompanied with either decreasing top 1/3 nodes
or middle 1/3 nodes. Looking at the 13.97 cm case, where pressure goes unstable and
stays unstable, the percentage of lower 1/3 nodes seems to stay low around 20% to
10% during combustion noise period and jumps up right before instability kicks in.
In both stable cases however, the lower 1/3 nodes percentage oscillates between 40%
and 10%.
In Fig. 3.20b, before the pressure amplitude starts to climb up to 200 kPa, there
is a steady decrease of the lower 1/3 nodes down to 10% that is similar to the start of
13.97 cm case when the pressure signal is during combustion noise and the lower 1/3
node percentage stays between 10% to 20% while preparing to go unstable. But this
climb of pressure oscillation amplitude is not sustained and the degree distribution
reflects the loss of momentum, and the nodes return to intermittency condition.
In summary, during stable tests most of the pressure peaks happen in the middle
1/3 group while during unstable tests most of the pressure peaks happens in the
lower 1/3 group. The 36.83 cm location is located at the end of the combustor thus
no combustion heat release affects the pressure signal, and the pressure signal is
mainly dependent on chamber acoustics. The dominant effect of high energy acoustic
modes produces the small number of top and middle 1/3 peaks, while the majority
of the peaks are caused by physical phenomena that are not from acoustics reside in
the lower 1/3 amplitude group.
3.5.3 Comparative Study Between Simulation and Experiment
The previous transitional analysis considered only pressure at 36.8 cm location
due to the optical test nature where the first section of the chamber was replaced
with transparent optical chamber section. When conducting validation between ex-
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periment and simulation, the more points available for comparing, the better. Due
to the optical testing nature of fixed post tests, their head-end section is replaced by
optical chamber section to provide transparent view in order to record light intensity
using high speed camera. To maximize the amount of pressure ports for comparison,
test case optical 24 (20140604) is used. Test case optical 24 does not have transparent
chamber section as the first chamber section, it has a normal metal housing, with spe-
cial design to house multiple fibre-optic probes for measuring the chemiluminescence
from combustion light emission. The first chamber section is also designed to house
multiple high frequency pressure probes along the chamber axial direction. Although
optical 24 is a translating test, a 20 ms time slice when LOP = 13.97 cm can be cut
since the actuator is moving at 5.08 cm/s, 20 ms the actuator only moves about 0.1
cm (less than 1% of 13.97 cm) thus the 20 ms time slice could be considered fixed
during that 20 ms of time.
Between 12.17 second and 12.19 second the LOP is approximately 13.97 cm. The
simulation result has a sampling frequency of 0.2 MHz while the experimental test
case optical 24 has a sampling frequency of 0.5 MHz. In order to have the same
sample rate for better comparison, the simulation is down-sampled by 2 and the
experimental data are down-sampled by 5 to achieve 0.1 MHz sample frequency for
both experiment and simulation.
Four plots of degree distribution comparing simulation and experiment in four
different axial locations are presented in Fig. 3.21. Pressure locations 5.556 cm and
36.83 cm don’t match well, while data at 2.381 cm match up much better and data at
0.794 cm match up relatively well. Experimental pressure signal at 36.83 cm location
is highly periodic comparing to the pressure locations in the head end combustion
zone. This results in a large percentage of nodes having the similar level of visibility,
in another words, the presence of a couple of characteristic degrees is observed in
the degree distribution plot, but the simulation degree distribution plot at 36.83 cm
location does not show the same type of difference comparing to other simulation
pressure locations.
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(a) 0.794 [cm] (b) 2.381 [cm]
(c) 5.556 [cm] (d) 36.83 [cm]
Figure 3.21.: Experiment vs. simulation degree distribution plot for LOP = 13.97
[cm].
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Figure 3.22, figure 3.23, figure 3.24 and figure 3.25 show the level of detail
comparison between simulation and experiment in optical case 24. The data at 0.794
cm, 2.381 cm and 5.556 cm points are showing zoomed in detail pressure data while
36.83 cm is showing the entire 20 ms time slice pressure signal. The reason for
zooming in on 6 to 7 pressure cycles in the first three plots is to show the similarity
and difference of pressure signal details. The 36.83 cm location pressure signal plot
shows the complete 20 ms time slice pressure signal used for visibility calculation,
which then constructed the plot. Experimental measurements all show strong double
peaks in each cycle at the head-end of the combustor. Those double peaks result
from returning waves travelling upstream and reflected waves travelling downstream.
These travelling wave double peaks have been explained in Section. 3.4. This double-
peak reflected wave phenomena do not happen in the 36.83 cm chamber nozzle end
location, possibly due to no combustion to reinforce the reflected wave. From the
detailed pressure comparison plots, it is quite clear that the simulation has more
small local peaks than does the experiment in the top 1/3 group, about the same
amount of peaks in the middle 1/3, and less peaks in the lower 1/3 group. These
differences are reflected in the degree distribution plots as the misaligned front and tail
sections. The simulation plots also do not show clear double peaks (reflecting waves)
as the experiment. Instead of showing distinctive peaks, simulation shows multiple
peaks within the same hill-top pressure structure, supporting the assumption that
simulation considers combustion heat release and other flow effects more than the
actual experiment recording.
Experiments also show a mini hill-top peak in the lower 1/3 group in the pressure
details, while the simulation only shows the peak in 0.794 cm and 2.381 cm locations;
the mini hill-top disappear in 5.556 cm and 36.83 cm locations. This mini hill-top
could either be a higher order acoustic mode, or a vortex impinging frequency.
From the four location points, Fig. 3.21 shows the 2.381 cm location comparison
matches up the best. This is an assuring observation to confirm the level of accuracy
of the simulation in modelling the combustion instability within a combustion-heavy
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(a) Pressure detail comparison
(b) Degree distribution by group
Figure 3.22.: Comparisons at 0.794 [cm] location. Pressure (a) and degree distribution
(b) by group.
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(a) Pressure detail comparison (zoom in)
(b) Degree distribution by group
Figure 3.23.: Comparisons at 2.381 [cm] location. Pressure (a) and degree distribution
(b) by group.
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(a) Pressure detail comparison (zoom in)
(b) Degree distribution by group
Figure 3.24.: Comparisons at 5.556 [cm] location. Pressure (a) and degree distribution
(b) by group.
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(a) Pressure detail comparison (not zoom in)
(b) Degree distribution by group
Figure 3.25.: Comparisons at 36.83 [cm] location. Pressure (a) and degree distribution
(b) by group.
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location. The other three locations are either just outside of combustion zone or too
close to the head-end inlet and nozzle exit. In head-end inlet location where gaseous
flow suddenly expands from oxidizer post to combustion chamber, the flow physics
may be difficult to be predicted with high accuracy by the simulation model. Similar
situation happens near the nozzle exit where combustion products exit the chamber.
The accompanying hydrodynamics and and flow physics simulated in CFD can be
much different from actual experiment; not to mention the fact that the experimental
data is from a translating test at a specific location while the simulation is run at
specific post length condition. The chamber temperature difference could make up
large difference between the two results.
Overall the comparison shows a promising degree of match between the two pres-
sure signals in a combustion-heavy location. It is likely that the simulation predicts
the combustion heat release zone to be narrower than the experiment by the dif-
ference seen in the 5.556 cm degree distribution comparison. Experimental degree
distribution plots at 5.556 cm and 2.381 cm locations are not much different while




4.1 Comparison of Cross-correlation vs. Complex Network Degree Dis-
tribution
Both cross-correlation and complex network degree distribution were used for
macro system level behaviour studies. No measure has been used to reduce the
degree of complexity of the signal, instead the signal is analyzed in its original true
form.
Cross-correlation is a practical tool to track the systematic changes. It relies on
the correlation magnitude to actually provide meaningful feedback. Cross-correlation
is highly useful when analyzing travelling wave behaviour; the time map it provides
reflects the timing of a certain phenomenon happening within the combustor. The
correlation magnitude indicates how well the signal at two distinct locations corre-
lates. Cross-correlation also relies on signals with similar dominant periodic frequency
to derive actual phase lag information; thus using it for the study of combustion cham-
ber acoustics serves better than the complex network degree distribution. A running
cross-correlation for experimental test shows when strong acoustic travelling waves
start to form and how the chamber pressure changes when the acoustic condition is
changing. In the study case, critical time points were picked out by cross-correlation
and studied in more detail to analyze how the pressure signal changed when system
behaviour is clearly changing.
Degree distribution, on the other hand, does not require multiple distinct locations
to gain combustion instability details. Degree distribution only requires one pressure
signal for analysis since it deals with the signal detail itself. The nature of degree
distribution makes it a useful tool to compare simulation and experiment from the
same location, especially after dividing the signal into three different groups based
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on pressure amplitude. A running degree distribution has the potential to single
out combustion instability intermittent period by showing characteristic plots during
different combustion stages. It also helps identify regions in the flow that are being
poorly predicted.
4.2 Speed of Sound Calculations
Two methods for speed of sound calculation were used for a manually selected
cycle; both methods are based on Equation (2.3). The first method uses maximum
peak to peak time delay while the second method uses cross correlation maximum
cross-correlation delay between different pressure locations to find the wave travelling
time from one point to another. As long as the signals at selected locations have
the same periodic frequency and high correlation magnitude, the cross-correlation
produces better results since it captures the actual wave travelling delay. If one
signal has distinctive peaks (e.g., double-peak hilltop wave) and the other signal does
not, the maximum correlation delay is misleading. In this research the returning wave
double peak causes the algorithm to produce unrealistic mean flow velocity.
Phase averaging over 25 pressure cycles using maximum peaks to find wave speed
is also a feasible method, as long as the variation over 25 pressure cycles are small.
The benefit of this method is averaging wave speed over a longer period of time
instead just a single pressure cycle. However if cycle to cycle variation is large, the
averaging result can be misleading or not realistic.
4.3 Future Recommendations
The cross-correlation method can be applied to pressure signals inside of the oxi-
dizer post to gain insight into travelling waves in the tube. Only certain experimental
cases have pressure measurements at two different location. Two distinct locations
are required to calculate speed of sound and mean flow velocity. Data from a sin-
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gle point can provide cycle period time but one equation is not enough to solve two
unknowns.
Recurrence plot [23] and multifractality analysis [24] introduced by Dr. Sujith
should be investigated and applied to Purdue’s combustion experiments. A detailed
analysis of the irregular fluctuations observed prior to the transition from combustion
noise to combustion instability (combustion intermittent period) can be utilized to
provide information that is of diagnostic as well as prognostic value.
A running cross-correlation can also be applied to fiber-optical probe measure-
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